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Abstract
The telecom industry keeps reinventing itself. Soon, the world will be experiencing the 5th generation mobile
networks (5G), also referred to as beyond 2020 mobile communication systems. In addition to increased peak bit
rates, higher spectrum spectral efficiency, and better coverage, 5G systems are required to be scalable,
supporting potential numbers of diverse connectable devices, including Machine Type Communications (MTC)
devices, and handling mobile traffic 1000 times larger than the current one. The need to cope with such an everincreasing mobile traffic, most importantly in a cost-efficient way, has become critical for the sustainability of
mobile operators worldwide, mainly in light of the stagnant (rather falling) Average Revenue per User (ARPU).
Major obstacles to overcome are principally the highly centralized architecture of mobile networks along with
the static provisioning and configuration of network nodes built on dedicated hardware components. This has
resulted in lack of elasticity and flexibility in deployment of mobile networks; rendering their run-time
management costly, cumbersome and time-consuming.
Software Defined Networking, Network Function Virtualization, and Cloud Computing, along with the
principles of the latter in terms of service elasticity, on-demand features, and pay-per-use, could be important
enablers for various mobile network enhancements, to specifically virtualize and decentralize mobile networks
using general-purpose COTS hardware. For this purpose, different requirements have to be met and numerous
associated challenges have to be subsequently tackled.
This talk will touch upon the recent trends the mobile telecommunications market is experiencing and discuss
the challenges these trends are representing to mobile network operators. To cope with these trends, the talk will
then showcase the feasibility of on-demand creation of cloud-based elastic mobile networks, along with their
lifecycle management. The talk will introduce a set of technologies and key architectural elements to realize such
vision, turning end-to-end mobile networking into software engineering. The talk will also touch upon the
current congestion management approaches and their limitation to cope with the required scalability of 5G
systems. In this vein, this talk will be highlighting the challenges current and future mobile systems are/will be
facing and will be then showcasing how programmable virtual mobile networks can be used as an efficient
solution to revolutionize the congestion management concept and to deal with the ever-growing mobile traffic.
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